Interdisciplinary Migration Research Seminar Series

Spring 2021

Thursday, 20 May 2021, 11.00-12.30
**Dynamics between Migration, Diversity and Citizenship**

Ludger Pries
(Faculty of Social Science, Section Sociology, Ruhr-Universität Bochum)
https://donau-uni.zoom.us/meeting/register/u5Mkc-6qpx4tEtWOgOdlB1kY3x-PIFEcGMJ6

Friday, 18 June 2021, 11.00-12.30
**Global Migration Governance in times of COVID-19**

Stefan Rother
(Arnold Bergstraesser Institute for socio-cultural research, University of Freiburg)
https://donau-uni.zoom.us/meeting/register/u5Mlde2ppj0uGNbfrgjKEwrN-uosdoI56Hhc

After registering, you will receive a confirmation email with information about joining the seminar.

These online events will be recorded. With your registration, you agree to the privacy policy and data protection regulations.
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